Leading Vermont’s PLCs and RTI at Work
Facilitated by Jackie Ramsay-Tolman, EWSD Director of Learning and Instructional Impact
& Jack Baldermann, Illinois Principal & leader of multiple award-winning schools
Target Audience: School and District Leaders and Improvement Teams
“When a school or district functions as a PLC, educators within the organization
embrace high levels of learning for ALL students as both the reason the
organization exists and the fundamental responsibility
of those who work within it.” Dufour, Dufour and Eaker
Professional Learning Communities (PLCs) have been at the forefront of reform
efforts as a viable means of transforming schools to improve student achievement.
Today’s educational leaders face complex challenges, and Professional Learning
Communities have been at the forefront of reform efforts as a viable and
researched based means of transforming schools to close achievement gaps for all
students. Our work integrates the PLC model with the RTI at Work Model to
support systemic change that has a positive impact on student achievement. This
series will bring teams across Vermont together to dive into this work through:







Teams will learn more about the role the district office plays in
collaborating with instructional leaders and guiding coalitions/teacher
leadership teams in supporting PLC/RTI implementation and school
improvement efforts
Observe how collaborative teams align their work school wide and district
wide to ensure high levels of learning for all students
Study real life exemplars and artifacts of best practices in action to inform
participants next steps in their own school/district
Receive protocols and templates for teams to move student learning
forward and practice using protocols in real time
Review a process for establishing a guaranteed and viable curriculum and
discover strategies for analyzing student learning and making datainformed decisions about next steps on a doable, rapid, PDSA cycle

You can read more about our facilitators on our website!
To Register: www.cvedcvt.org
Questions? info@cvedcvt.org
Or call: 802-497-1642

Dates:
October 1, December 3
and March 18
plus additional virtual
consultation-one hour in
November, Jan and
Feb.
Time:

9:00 – 3:30

Location:
Delta Conference Ctr.
S. Burlington, VT
Cost:
$625 per participant
Includes, breakfast,
lunch and book: Eaker
& Keating: Every School,
Every Team, Every
Classroom
Note: a virtual 90 minute
workshop that is an Intro to
this Series is available as a
separate registration –
May 20, 2021. See website

